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Abstract. We used a quartz tuning fork vibrating at
30 kHz both as an acoustic near field microscope and at
the same time as a microscopic Kelvin probe. One leg of
the tuning fork carried a small gold electrode serving as
a conducting vibrating tip. By using this instrument and
the method described here it is possible to measure simultaneously both the surface topography of the sample surface and the contact potential between tip and sample.
The topography is observed by operating the instrument
as an acoustic near field microscope. The contact potential between the vibrating tip and the sample gives rise to
a displacement current which is used here for the determination of the contact potential. In first applications of
this method we demonstrate that the contact potential can
be measured with a sensitivity of at least 100 mV and
a local resolution of about 5 lm. It seems possible to use
the microscopic method described here also for investigating local potentials at low temperatures and even in high
magnetic fields. For example, the microscopic study of the
Hall voltages in the quantum Hall effect might be an
interesting application.
PACS: 61.16.C; 73.30
The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) in 1982 by G. Binnig, H. Rohrer, Ch. Gerber and
E. Weibel [1] gave rise to numerous related new methods
of imaging the surface topography [2]. The process of
scanning the surface to be investigated by a fine tip at
close distance is common to all these methods. By making
use of a distance dependent interaction the tip can be kept
closely above the surface during the scanning operation,
and therefore follows well the surface topography. For the
STM the magnitude of the tunneling current is used to
control the distance between tip and sample. Thus single
atoms can be imaged, provided that the sample is electrically conducting.
Several years later (1986) Binnig, Quate and Gerber
[3] developed the atomic force microscope (AFM) which
allowed to study also surfaces of insulating materials. An
AFM, especially if operated in the repulsive contact mode,

can also achieve atomic resolution [4]. In general, various
forces of different physical origin may be dominant for
particular tips and samples, for example, van der Waals-,
magnetic or electrostatic forces. In principle, they can all
be used to control the distance between tip and sample.
For non-destructive studies of surfaces the sensor
should not touch the sample. One of the modern instruments which meets this requirement is the scanning near
field acoustic microscope (SNAM) developed in Konstanz
by Güthner et al. [5—8]. The surface is scanned by one
corner of a quartz tuning fork vibrating at its resonance
frequency of about 30 kHz. This corner having a radius of
curvature of about 1 lm will be referred to as tip in this
paper. If this rather rounded quartz ‘‘tip’’ approaches the
surface of a sample the vibration of the quartz is attenuated mainly by hydrodynamic friction within the air
cushion between tip and sample. There is another point to
be mentioned: When the tip approaches the surface the
vibration is damped no matter if the tip vibrates perpendicular or parallel to the surface. The lateral resolution
which can be achieved with the SNAM is of the same
order as the radius of curvature of the tip (about 200 nm).
In vertical direction, however, differences in height of less
than 10 nm can still be resolved even with these rounded
tips. The typical scanning speed of such a SNAM (up to
300 lm/s) is considerably higher than the scanning speed
of a standard AFM (0.1—1 lm/s).
If, on the other hand, the vibrating tip is sharper
(radius of curvature less than 1 lm) the interaction (dissipation # repulsion) of the tip occurs more directly (also
in vacuum) with the adsorbate on the surface and/or with
the surface itself. The resulting attenuation and increase of
the vibrational resonance frequency is strongly dependent
on the tip-sample distance and can therefore be used to
control the distance. After a further development of this
microscope to 1 MHz (using a longitudinally vibrating
quartz rod) [9a] and by attaching a fine AFM tip of
silicon nitride to the end of the vibrating rod [9b] even
atomic resolution has been achieved on mica by this variation of the scanning near field acoustic microscope [9b].
Thus the operational regime of the near field acoustic
microscope covers the interesting nanometer interval
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between the resolution of the optical microscope and the
resolution of the AFM or STM, respectively. However, by
comparison with the AFM or STM the required mechanical stability is lower for the near field acoustic microscope. Furthermore, the optical detection of the cantilever
motion, which is a standard technique for the AFM, is not
necessary at all for the SNAM. Therefore an increasing
number of technical applications of the near field acoustic
microscope has been developed recently (for example,
‘‘Nanoswing’’, ‘‘Needle Sensor’’, ‘‘Beetle SPM’’ [10], tactile and non-tactile sensors for micro-machining [11, 12]
as well as sensors for near-field optical microscopy [13]).
For the solution of many surface problems it is not
always sufficient to know only the topography — not even
at atomic resolution. Additional information with high
lateral resolution on the chemistry and chemistry dependent properties of the surface is often desired. The STM,
for example, can also give valuable information about the
local density of electronic states. Further important insight into the chemical nature of the surface, for example,
the corrosion of metal plated surfaces [14], the existence
of metal-semiconductor transitions close to the surface
and the presence of adsorbates or oxide layers can be
gained from local measurements of surface potentials or of
work functions.
In this paper we describe a new method to determine
surface potentials or changes of the work function with
high sensitivity and good lateral resolution.
In general, the work function can be measured in its
absolute magnitude or its relative variations can be observed. By thermal emission, field emission and photo
emission the absolute value of the work function can be
determined [15]. By combining photoelectron emission
spectroscopy with scanning electron microscopy a lateral
resolution of 50 nm has been achieved [16]. These rather
delicate experiments are, however, only possible under
ultrahigh vacuum conditions. Relative methods, on the
other hand, do not determine the work function of a surface directly, but measure instead the contact potential
between the sample and a reference electrode, which is the
difference between their work functions. Lord Kelvin [17]
and Zisman [18] have first described this method which is
schematically shown in Fig. 1. The surface of the sample
S and the so-called reference electrode A on top of it (in
general made of different metals) represent a capacitor.
Both electrodes are connected in series by an ac current
meter and a variable dc voltage source (of voltage º
).
#0.1
If the two electrodes are made of different metals, there
will, in general, be a contact potential º of the order of
#1
one volt between both electrodes. Thus the total dc voltage between the electrodes is º "(º
#º ). If furDC
#0.1
#1
thermore the reference electrode A moves periodically up
and down (about its equilibrium distance) with an amplitude Dz and with an angular frequency u the corresponding modulation of the capacity C leads — for a finite dc
voltage º — to a displacement current I which is proDC
portional to (dC/dt). The displacement current disappears
only if º "0, i.e. if the applied voltage º
compenDC
#0.1
sates the contact potential º . In this special case there is
#1
no electric field inside the capacitor, and the0 value of the
compensating voltage is equal to the negative value of the
contact potential.
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S

Fig. 1. Schematic setup of a Kelvin probe. The top electrode A at
a distance z above the sample is oscillating at a frequency u with an
amplitude Dz relative to the sample surface S. If there is a dc voltage
between both electrodes (which can be modified by U
) the
#0.1
corresponding modulation of the capacity between both electrodes
leads to a displacement current I of the same frequency

In order to develop this originally macroscopic
method into a more microscopic one with a higher lateral
resolution the reference electrode was more and more
miniaturized in the course of time. By scanning the surface
in this way by a smaller vibrating tip a higher lateral
resolution was achieved [19]. It is also important to
mention that the displacement current — and with it the
sensitivity of the method — increases with the vibration
frequency u. Therefore it is of great importance to use
high frequencies.
Today the standard Kelvin probes operate at audio
frequencies and use as reference electrode often tips having a radius of curvature of several lm. This leads to an
accuracy in the potential of a few mV and a lateral
resolution of 5—10 lm. But since the tips are relatively fine
their distance to the sample surface has to be kept very
small, in the submicron range, in order to get measurable
displacement currents (of at least a few pA). These small
distances require a very careful control of the distance
during the scan.
For controlling the distance various methods have
been proposed: The Kelvin probes of Baumgärtner et al.
[20, 21] and of Baikie et al. [22] use the displacement
current itself to keep the distance constant. In this way
both instruments are able to register at the same time the
local topography and the displacement current. But the
contact potential cannot be derived — as mentioned
above — from the compensation voltage necessary for the
disappearance of the displacement current. For zero displacement current there would be no input signal for
controlling the distance. To bypass this difficulty the
authors always added a fixed displacement current (calibrated with a known external dc voltage).
Atomic force microscopes (AFM) carrying an electrically conducting tip are able to measure simultaneously
the topography and the contact potential between tip and
sample, too. Here the additional Coulomb force due to the
contact potential is observed instead of the displacement
current. Nonnenmacher et al. [23] were the first — by using
an ac AFM — who measured the contact potential between
the tip and various metal surfaces with an accuracy of 0.1
mV and a lateral resolution of about 50 nm. By adding
an external voltage for compensating the contact potential the attractive Coulomb force could be canceled. The
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and the conducting sample (being equal to an applied
voltage º
plus the contact potential º ) a displace#0.1
#1
ment current is generated which allows the measurement
of the contact potential. Because of the high vibrational
frequency (about 30 kHz in our experiments, but 1 MHz
seems also possible) the displacement current is higher
than for conventional low frequency Kelvin probes.
Therefore the accurate determination of the contact potential is correspondingly easier. A special advantage of
this method is the fact, that the imaging of the topography
at constant distance between tip and sample occurs quite
independently of the displacement current. The contact
potential can be easily evaluated from the compensating
external dc voltage for which the displacement current
disappears.
Here we describe first promising experiments with
a tuning fork having a resonance frequency of about
30 kHz. From these first results we can estimate that by
a further development of our method to still higher vibrational frequencies and to finer tips (see Bartzke et al. [9]
and Assmus et al. [11]) the accuracy of the determination
of the contact potential and the spatial resolution could be
further increased. In this way surface reactions with gases,
with liquid and solid adsorbates, which often modify the
contact potential, could be investigated with high lateral
resolution.
1 Experimental Procedure

11.2 µm

b
Fig. 2. a Schematic setup of our scanning near field acoustic microscope (SNAM). In this case a self-excited quartz tuning fork vibrating at about 30 kHz is scanned across the sample. Whenever the
corner of its lower vibrating prong (referred to as vibrating tip here)
approaches the surface within a few nanometers strong dissipation
sets in and the vibrational amplitude decreases. The voltage signal
fed into the distance control is a measure of the vibrational amplitude and thus of the distance. It is used to keep the vibrating tip at
constant height during the scanning process and , at the same time, it
represents the signal for the topographic imaging. b picture of
a mask for the production of compact disks (CD). The scanned
interval is 11.2 lm in both directions. The elevations are 140 nm and
neighboring tracks are separated by 1.3 lm

remaining attractive Van der Waals force — the AFM had
to be operated in the attractive mode — was used to
control the tip sample distance in the standard way. If
atomic resolution is not required but long scanning ranges
of about one cm — as perhaps for example for certain
technical applications — the 30 kHz SNAM mentioned
above is less delicate to operate and has a considerably
faster scanning speed than the AFM.
In this paper we describe a new method to measure at
the same time topography and contact potential by using
a scanning near field acoustic microscope (SNAM). For
this purpose the vibrating tip, which carries a gold film to
be electrically conducting (see Fig. 2), is used as reference
electrode. If there is a dc voltage between the vibrating tip

The starting point for the new Kelvin microscope is the
near field acoustic microscope (SNAM) described in detail
elsewhere [5—8] which is operated here at room temperature and under atmospheric conditions. Its setup is schematically indicated in Fig. 2a. A tuning fork made of
quartz, vibrating at about 30 kHz and plated with electrodes is tilted in such a way that one of its metallized
corners (called tip here) is approached very close to the
surface of the sample. This electrically conducting tip
vibrates up and down while the tuning fork is scanned
across the surface. The vibrations of the tuning fork
including the tip are piezoelectrically excited by an oscillation circuit. The vibrational amplitude and its decrease
due to additional dissipation when approaching the surface is electrically detected. The corresponding signal
voltage is used both for controlling the distance and for
imaging the topography of the surface with an accuracy of
about 5 nm in the z-direction (perpendicularly to the
surface). As an example, Fig. 2b shows an image of a Nimask used for the production of compact disks (CD). The
CD-tracks which consist of 140 nm high elevations and
which are separated by 1.3 lm are well resolved. There is
no direct contact between tip and sample, therefore this
type of microscopy is also useful for soft polymeric surfaces. (A typical example of such a polymer application is
shown in fig. 6a to be discussed later.)
The new Kelvin microscope for the simultaneous and
spatially resolved measurement of contact potential and
topography is represented in Fig. 3. It resembles the
SNAM shown in Fig. 2a. The gold-covered corner, which
in the SNAM operation is only used as mechanical sensor,
serves here also as reference electrode of the Kelvin
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As we will show below, the amplitude of this disturbing ac
voltage u is in general much smaller than the dc voltage
10
º . By a feedback loop the tuning fork is automatically
DC
driven at its resonance frequency. Therefore a phase difference of 90° exists between the driving voltage º "
1
º sin (ut) and the resulting vibrational amplitude of the
10
tip
Dz"Dz cos (ut).
(3)
0
Consequently the distance between the Kelvin electrode
and the sample oscillates at the frequency u around its
equilibrium distance z (<Dz )
0
0
z"z #Dz cos (ut).
(4)
0
0
The corresponding modulation of the capacity between
tip and sample at the same frequency leads to a displacement current
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Fig. 3. Potentiometry with the Kelvin-microscope. a Schematic representation of the experimental setup with the electrically conducting tip (connected to electrode A) vibrating at frequency u above the
sample S. º is the ac voltage driving the tuning fork. The displace1
ment current generates an ac voltage across the resistor R (or an I/»
converter instead) and this voltage is fed into a lock-in amplifier for
detection. b Enlarged view of the zone of closest approach between
the metallized prong of the quartz tuning fork and the surface of the
sample. X and Y describe the crystalline axes of the quartz. The ac
electric field for the piezoelectric excitation of the vibration of the
tuning fork is indicated by arrows (between the metal electrodes)

microscope. The potential difference between the reference
electrode (A) and the sample (S) is under normal circumstances (i.e. in the absence of adsorbates) the contact
potential º . In order to be able to change and compenCP
sate this potential difference a variable dc voltage
º
(positive or negative) is added to the circuit as
#0.1
indicated in Fig. 3. Thus the total dc voltage between the
vibrating Kelvin probe (A) and the sample (S) is
º "º #º
.
DC
#1
#0.1

and (B). Since in our view this ac voltage was probably not
screened off completely from the sample we expected
a small part of this ac voltage (for example
u "u sin (ut)) to be superimposed on the dc voltage
1
10
between the Kelvin electrode (A) and the sample (S). Thus
the total voltage between Kelvin electrode and sample is

(1)

By varying º
the total voltage º can be compen#0.1
DC
sated to zero. The ac displacement current between (A)
and (S) flows through the resistor R generating an ac
voltage signal which is detected by a lock-in amplifier (see
Fig. 3).
There is one point to be considered: In the immediate
vicinity of the gap between the electrode (A) and the
sample (S) there is the ac voltage º "º sin(ut) driving
1
10
the tuning fork which is applied between the electrodes (A)

Here we can neglect the second term, which is relatively
small and oscillates at 2u. Only the first and the third term
correspond to contributions to the displacement current
at the frequency u.
dC
du
I "º
#C 1
u
DC dt
dt

(5)

In order to find the value of (dC/dt), let us approximate
the capacity C between tip and sample by the capacity of
a metallic sphere of radius R (being the radius of curvature
of the tip) at distance z above a conducting plane. In this
simplified case (with z;R) the capacity C has been shown
[24, 25] to vary with z as follows
dC
R
"2ne
and therefore
0z
dz
dC dC
"
uDz sin (ut)
0
dt
dz

(6)

Thus considering (6) and (5) the displacement current at
frequency u becomes
dC
I "º
uDz sin (ut)#Cuu cos (ut)
u
DC dz
0
10

(7)

Since the pickup voltage u remains in general small
10
compared to the dc voltage º the first term of eq. (7), the
DC
so-called ‘‘contact-potential-term’’ is dominant and is of
prime importance here. The interfering smaller second
term is fortunately 90° out of phase relative to the first
part. Therefore both contributions can be easily separated
from each other by a lock-in amplifier. For this purpose
we used a 2-channel lock-in amplifier shown in Fig. 3a.

2 Experimental Results
2.1 Test Measurements

Decreasing distance

First experimental tests verified that a separation of the
two contributions, which are 90° out of phase, is indeed
possible. In this experiment we used as sample a gold film,
250 nm thick, on a glass substrate. Between this sample
and the gold covered corner of the quartz tuning fork we
applied a variable external dc voltage º and measured
DC
the displacement current as a function of º . (The apDC
plied dc voltage was meant to simulate a contact potential
between reference electrode and sample since the real
contact potential is zero in this case of two identical
electrode materials: Au/Au.) If our ideas mentioned above
are correct the output of the lock-in amplifier representing
the contact potential (channel 1 of the lock-in) should
depend in a linear way on U (for positive and negative
DC
voltages), while the small ac pick-up contribution (channel
2) was expected to be independent of º . This was
DC
indeed the case: The signal from channel 1 depended on
º in a linear way as expected whereas the signal from
DC
channel 2 showed no dependence on º at all.
DC
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the displacement
current (channel 1 of the lock-in) on the applied dc voltage
for negative and positive values of º as well as for
DC
different equilibrium distances z . The slopes of the lines
0
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Fig. 5. a The electrically measured vibrational amplitude of the
tuning fork (in relative units) as a function of the tip-sample distance.
b The observed displacement current at the same distances for
positive and negative bias (U "#4 V and !4 V)
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are steeper for smaller distances as expected because of the
larger modulation of the capacity for closer distances.
In Fig. 5a the electrically measured vibrational amplitudes (in relative units) are plotted for a few discrete
tip-sample distances. For the same distances the values of
the displacement current are shown in Fig. 5b, both for
º "#4» and !4». After these satisfactory tests we
DC
are confident about the reliability of the new Kelvin
microscope.
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We chose the phase between the reference signal and the
input signal (from the resistor R) in such a way that in
channel 1 we observed the ‘‘contact-potential-part’’
(1. term of eq. (7)) and in channel 2 we measured the
contribution to the displacement current which was 90°
out of phase relative to the dominant first part (corresponding to the 2/$ term of eq. (7)).

Electrical vibration amplitude (mV)
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8

Fig. 4. The displacement current at 4 different tip-sample distances
as a function of the applied dc voltage U , both for positive and
$#
negative voltages

As a first application we studied with spatial resolution
the contact potential at the border between two different
metals, chromium and gold, which have different work
functions. For this purpose we first evaporated a 250 nm
thick gold film on a glass substrate. One half of the film
was subsequently covered by a film of chromium only
10 nm thick. The gold and chromium regions of the
sample could be distinguished optically (for example
under a microscope) by their different coloration. The
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positioning of the sample under the Kelvin tip proceeded
under optical control by a stereo-microscope such that the
chromium-gold transition was placed inside the scanning
window of (26 · 26) lm2. In the image of the contact
potential the chromium area could clearly be distinguished from the pure gold surface although no difference
appeared in the topographic picture.
Since local differences of the contact potential lead to
relatively long range Coulomb fields the contact potentials can also be measured if the metal surfaces which are
responsible for the local potential are covered by a dielectric film. In order to demonstrate this possibility we have
covered the chromium-gold sample, which was used for
the measurements described above, subsequently by
a 350 nm thick optically transparent copolymer film of
vinyliden fluoride and trifluoroethylen [P(VDF/TrFE)].
In Fig. 6 we show as an example the images of the
chromium-gold sample under a 350 nm thick copolymer
film: On the left side the topography is shown and on the
right the simultaneously taken picture of the contact potential. The latter was determined from the compensation
voltage º
necessary to reduce the displacement cur#0.1
rent to zero. The topography of the copolymer film was
flat on the scale of 10 nm, only 2 grains (100 nm high,
indicated by the arrow) can be seen. On the right side,
however, two regions of different contact potential can be
recognized. The area of higher contact potential is the
pure gold surface (indicated as Au), and the field of lower
contact potential is covered by chromium (shown as Cr).
This behavior is in agreement with published data [26] of
the work functions (/ "5.1 eV and / "4.5 eV). Thus
A6
C3
chromium should exhibit a work function by 0.6 eV
smaller than that of gold. The measured difference is
0.5 eV. The slightly different distance between reference
electrode and metal surface in the Cr- and Au-areas can-

not be responsible for the measured difference of the
contact potential, because the height difference of 10 nm
between the Cr- and Au-fields is negligible compared to
the 350 nm thick copolymer film on top of the sample.
The transition from chromium to gold occurs in a resolved interval of 5 lm. In view of the long range
Coulomb fields the lateral resolution of the Kelvin microscope in the contact potential mode is probably not as
high as its resolving power of the SNAM in the topography mode, which allows to recognize structures below
1 lm. In these first experiments the resolution of differences of the contact potential was 100 mV and was probably limited by the relatively high electronic noise of our
I/V converter (represented in Fig. 3 by the resistor R). For
a converter with a lower noise figure probably smaller
contact potential differences could be resolved. Interestingly, the two grains (arrow) can also be seen in the
contact potential, indicating that they do not consist of
chromium nor of gold. (Their work function seems to be
lower than that of chromium.)
2.3 Mapping of HTSC Structures
A further application of the Kelvin microscope is the
characterization of laser structured thin films of
YBa Cu O
. It is well known that the superconductiv2 3 7~d
ity of YBa Cu O
is closely linked to the oxygen
2 3 7~d
content. In the oxygen-rich state this material becomes
superconducting on cooling whereas it remains normal in
the oxygen-deficient state. The experiments here were all
performed at room temperature. The dependence of the
superconductivity on the oxygen content can be utilized
for structuring thin films into microscopically small superconducting and non-superconducting regions. Details
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Fig. 6. Topography (left) and contact-potential image (right) of a gold-chromium sample taken with the Kelvin microscope. The sample was
prepared as follows: A gold film (250 nm) on glass was covered at the lower left half of the scanned area by a thin chromium overlayer (10 nm
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Fig. 7. Topographic image (left) and contact potential micrograph (right) taken with the Kelvin microscope of a partially normal and partially
superconducting YBa Cu O
sample. For structuring the sample it is locally heated by a focussed laser beam in an O - or N -atmosphere.
2 3 7~d
2
2
a A superconducting sample was laser structured in a N -atmosphere. From the laser heated trace oxygen diffused out of the sample rendering
2
this part of the sample (bright in the right picture) normal. The potential difference between the normal and superconducting area is about
90 mV. b A normal YBa Cu O
sample (oxygen deficient) was laser structured in an O -atmosphere. Atmospheric oxygen could diffuse into
2 3 7~d
2
the sample only in the laser heated zone turning this area superconducting (dark line across the right image). The potential difference between
the normal and superconducting area is about 80 mV, which is about the same magnitude as in Fig. 7a

about the structuring process can be found elsewhere [27].
The structuring process can be achieved by local heating of
a YBa Cu O
film using a focussed laser beam in a N 2 3 7~d
2
or in an O -atmosphere. In the heated domains the oxygen
2
content is reduced (in N ) or increased (in O ) by thermal
2
2
diffusion. The temperature rise has to be limited in order to
avoid melting or even evaporation of the film. If a surface
damage occurs during the structuring process it can be
recognized in the SNAM picture.
A modification of the oxygen content does not only
determine the superconductivity, but also leads to a noticeable change of the work function: As concluded by
Shkuratov et al. [28] from his study of the field emission
of superconducting and non-superconducting samples the
work function changes from 5.2—6 eV in the oxygen-rich
state to 6.3—7.5 eV in oxygen-deficient material. Thus
a decrease of the oxygen content produced a noticeable

rise of the work function (by values between #0.3 and
#2.3 eV dependent on the exact oxygen contents of the
sample which were not known). Although we were not
certain about the exact oxygen content in our experiments, we expected for the same reason measurable
differences of the contact potential for the two phases. It
should be possible therefore to image superconducting
and non-superconducting domains by the Kelvin microscope on account of their different contact potential. The
changes of the contact potential which we observed with
our Kelvin microscope and which is described below does,
indeed, agree in sign with the expectation from the field
emission studies mentioned above. Also the magnitude
falls into the range of contact potentials expected from the
field emission studies.
Figure 7a shows the topography and the contact potential of a superconducting film (film 1), which had been
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heated in a N -atmosphere along a fine line by an Ar-laser
2
beam for structuring. Along the heated line (area N) oxygen diffused out of the film and therefore here the film is
no longer superconducting as demonstrated by electrical
transport measurements at low temperature [27]. Outside
the line area, however, the superconducting properties of
the film remained unchanged (area S). Figure 7b shows
corresponding results for an oxygen-deficient film (film 2)
which is not superconducting. Local heating — again along
a line — occurred this time in an O -atmosphere. During
2
the heating procedure oxygen diffused into the heated
region of the film rendering it superconducting (domain
S). In the topography of both films (left images) the lines
cannot be seen whereas in the pictures of the contact
potential (right side) the structured lines are clearly visible.
In film 1 the region N is oxygen-deficient which leads to
an increase of the contact potential there. Vice versa the
rise of the oxygen content in the heated area of film
2 produces a decrease of the corresponding contact potential. These observed changes of the contact potential between superconducting and normal regions agree well — in
sign and in expected magnitude — with the conclusions of
Shkuratov et al. from their studies of the field emission [28].
The different surface quality of the samples visible in
the topographies of Fig. 7a and 7b is a consequence of the
not quite reproducible conditions of the surface preparation [29]. But independent of the individual topography
both spatially resolved images of the contact potential
show structure of fine grains and high contrast which can
only be partially accounted for by electronic noise. This
grainy structure seems to indicate short range fluctuations
of the potential caused by corresponding changes of the
oxygen content on the scale of 500 nm. More detailed
information about this phenomenon would require
a more careful study.

with their much higher resonance frequencies of about
1 MHz.
Furthermore, both for vibrating tuning forks and for
longitudinally vibrating quartz rods it is possible to place
the electrodes for exciting the vibration only on the upper
half of the vibrating quartz resonator, which is far away
from the surface to be investigated. The other (lower) half,
which is close to the surface should carry only the Kelvin
electrode. In this way the exciting field would be further
removed from the reference electrode. Consequently, it
would be less likely that the driving voltage could disturb
the measurement of the displacement current thereby increasing the sensitivity of the method.
To our knowledge, near field acoustic microscopy has
so far only been used around room temperature, although
operation seems in principle also possible at other temperatures. Particularly, in modern low temperature physics,
for example for a better understanding of the quantum
Hall effect, the direct observation of the potential distribution across a semiconducting surface with high lateral
resolution would be of great interest. In this context we
like to mention the valuable measurements of the potential distribution (the Hall voltage was 0.3 V) across a current conducting silicon sample in high magnetic fields,
which were recently performed in Stuttgart [30] at 1.6 K
using an electrooptical method. We believe that the Kelvin microscope described here may also be useful for
potential imaging not only at low temperatures but also in
high magnetic fields. It is interesting to note that the
measured displacement current I is not disturbed
u
seriously by high dc magnetic fields, for example, up to 10
Tesla: The motion of the tuning fork in a steady magnetic
field generates ac voltages of the same frequency according to Faradays induction law. But this induced voltage
amplitude turns out to be relatively small (only 20 lV in
a field of 10 Tesla) compared to the potential differences to
be measured, which in general exceed several mV.

3 Summary and Concluding Remarks
We have described a new Kelvin probe of high spatial
resolution, which is based on the near field acoustic microscope. The metallized corner of a quartz tuning fork serves
as vibrating reference electrode. This system allows an
easy control of the tip-sample distance during the scanning process and thus the simultaneous measurement of
topography and local contact potential. In our first experiments described here we could measure the contact
potential with an accuracy of 100 mV at a lateral resolution of 5 lm. The limiting factor of the sensitivity was in
our case the noise of the I/V-converter. The reliable function of this potential microscope was demonstrated in
a few test experiments. As a first application we imaged
the potential at the boundary between a chromium-gold
film. In another application we could distinguish with the
Kelvin microscope on a laser structured YBa Cu O
2 3 7~d
film the normal and superconducting areas on account of
their different work functions.
The experiments described here were performed using
a quartz tuning fork at its resonance frequency of about
30 kHz. A strong increase of the displacement current and
therefore of the sensitivity of the Kelvin microscope can be
expected when using longitudinally vibrating quartz rods
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